HOW DOES CELLBADGE HELP PROTECT
YOUR COMMUNITY’S HEALTH?
Social distancing is the new normal these days so it might not surprise you when you
think about the spread of germs associated with a traditional pool pass system.
From registration to the handling of a physical pass, it doesn’t

We believe COVID-19 mitigation for swimming facilities

quite “pass” the test. CellBadge eliminates these issues by

during the summer of 2020 will include new maximum

offering a cloud-based software solution. This system allows

capacity guidelines. CellBadge is adding new features that

pool staff to verify whether a guest can access the facility

will allow you to control the maximum capacity for the pool

while still maintaining a safe distance. No more physical

and view the total number of guests remotely through your

contact during the pass checking and gate entry procedure.

app. This feature is adjustable so, as the restrictions lift, you

Residents can complete their pool pass registration online

can increase your capacity accordingly.

while board members and property managers manage all
aspects of their custom pool passes system remotely.

A NO-CONTACT SOLUTION FOR YOUR COMMUNITY’S HEALTH!
•C
 ustomization friendly to
manage virtually all communities
•R
 esidents can complete their
registration online
•S
 taff can check guests into the
pool by looking up guest names
on a tablet
•R
 esidents can distance themselves
6 feet away from staff during
check-in
•R
 esidents can choose to use a
mobile app on their smartphone to
check-in themselves upon arrival
•B
 oard Members and Property
Managers can change status of
residents to restrict pool access
at any time
•S
 tatus changes are immediate and
do not require a trip to the pool to
update onsite systems

•S
 taff can take photos with the
tablet still maintaining 6 feet
distance
•P
 ool usage data is available to
Admin and can be exported and
printed
•C
 hemical levels can be recorded
and viewed on the website
•V
 irtual online demonstrations
make learning about the system
easy
•C
 ommunity data is safe
and secure – we do not sell
or distribute any data
•E
 asy to use and easy to train
staff
•N
 o setup fee - Free tablet Yearly subscription fee of only
$2,000

• Ability to upload member’s photo
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